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 Even though there were a lot of disappointments and cancellations in 2020, and it seems 
like not much has happened, we have had a lot of nice accomplishments to look back on:           
- our album Not Far Away was released to much critical acclaim and commercial success   
- 4 singles & 4 new videos were produced locally and shared with folks all over the world         
- I personally appeared on 7 Live Stream and Video performances after March last year      
- at least 8 outdoor shows still went ahead and even a few socially distanced indoor gigs  

 There are plans to release a Live Concert Album from a show we did early last year 
 I have been moving forward with plans to release a long overdue solo Christmas Album  
 The band also has a couple new songs we would like to record and release as singles 
 Personally I am still writing songs and composing new material, practicing like crazy 
 And finally I am currently building a Cigar Box Ukulele using an actual Cuban cigar box 

which apparently belonged to my great grandfather and could be over 100 years old. I 
believe there is a song inside it somewhere that just needs to get out and be heard. 

 

        

           
              
 NOT FAR AWAY, released internationally Aril 24, 2020         Live on CHLY ‘Harbour City Beat’ with Dave Studer Mar 3, 2020      
 
 

 
Watch  BRAINS BRAWN and BEAUTY - Official Video https://youtu.be/J_Si1_ABefA 
   DO LIKE YOU DO - OfficialVideo  https://youtu.be/KujNdYqAD8Y  
 
Read  https://cashboxcanada.ca/reviews-album/glen-foster-not-far-away-new-single-do-you-do/3938  
 https://www.nanaimobulletin.com/entertainment/nanaimo-musician-glen-foster-releases-new-
music-video/  
 
Download  NOT FAR AWAY: https://music.apple.com/us/artist/glen-foster-group/351547076 
 
Order C D  NOT FAR AWAY: https://glenfostergroup.bandcamp.com/album/not-far-away  
 
For additional information, music, news, concerts, videos, etc. pay us a visit at https://glenfoster.ca   
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